CpG island methylation and histone modifications: biology and clinical significance.
The discovery that drastic changes in DNA methylation and histone modifications are common in human tumors has inspired various laboratories and pharmaceutical companies to develop and study epigenetic drugs. One of the most promising groups of agents is the inhibitors of histone deacetylases (HDACs), which have different biochemical and biologic properties but have a single common activity: induction of acetylation in histones, the key proteins in nucleosome and chromatin structure. HDAC inhibitors may act through the transcriptional reactivation of dormant tumor-suppressor genes. However, their pleiotropic nature leaves open the possibility that their well-known differentiation, cell-cycle arrest, and apoptotic properties are also involved in other functions associated with HDAC inhibition. Many phase I clinical trials indicate that HDAC inhibitors appear to be well-tolerated drugs. Thus, the field is ready for rigorous biologic and clinical scrutiny to validate the therapeutic potential of these drugs. HDAC inhibitors, probably in association with classical chemotherapy drugs or in combination with DNA-demethylating agents, could be promising drugs for cancer patients.